Wedding Photography & Videography - Costa Rica

ABOUT

Sylvia Guardia - The Photographer

My interest in photography rose at a very
early age, through my mom, and I have
felt passionate about it ever since. I’m a
professional wedding photographer based in
Guanacaste, Costa Rica.
I have been living in Playas del Coco for over 7
years, and specializing in destination wedding
photography for over 8 years. I love natural
light. I love that you will never experience
the same light twice, and I take this to my

advantage to create unique photographs for
my clients!
I get inspired by the different sunsets,
beaches, and venues; and of course by the
couples that simply shine on this special day.
I focus a lot of my attention on the details,
moments, emotions and composition.
I love my job, and I hope you enjoy the results
as much as I do!

PHOTOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 1

Just the Couple | Elopement

BEFORE CEREMONY

CEREMONY & AFTER

Includes some pictures of the
ambient, the bride getting ready,
and the groom.

Includes pictures of the ceremony
and a photo shoot afterwards,
(during the sunset if it’s a sunset
wedding) of the couple at
different locations in the beach
and hotel.

* Includes pictures of the wedding
rings, dress and any details/
decorations before the ceremony

CEREMONY &
PHOTO SESSION OF COUPLE
Total time: Approximately 2 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 1,250

PHOTOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 2

Ceremony, Photo Session of Couple + Guests

BEFORE CEREMONY

CEREMONY & AFTER

Includes some pictures of the
ambient, the bride getting ready,
and the groom.

Includes pictures of the
ceremony and then a photo
shoot afterwards, (during the
sunset if it’s a sunset wedding) of
the couple at different locations
in the beach and hotel. Guests
will also be photographed with
the couple during this time if
requested by the couple.

* Includes pictures of the wedding
rings, dress and any details/
decorations before the ceremony

* The couple may chose if they
want the photographer to arrive
earlier (to cover more behind
the scenes photos before the
ceremony) or stay more time
after the ceremony for additional
photos of the couple with friends
and family during the reception.

CEREMONY, PHOTO SESSION
OF COUPLE + GUESTS
Total time: approximately 2.5 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 1,350

PHOTOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 3

Ceremony, Photo Session of Couple + Guests, Reception

BEFORE CEREMONY

RECEPTION

Includes some pictures of the
ambient, the bride getting ready,
and the groom.

Includes coverage of any activities
held at the reception during this
time frame. First dance, toast,
cake cutting and party…! Any
other activities held during this
time frame will be photographed
as well.

* Includes pictures of the wedding
rings, dress and any details/
decorations before the ceremony

CEREMONY & AFTER
Includes pictures of the ceremony
and then a photo shoot
afterwards, (during the sunset
if it’s a sunset wedding) of the
couple at different locations in the
beach and hotel. Guests will also
be photographed with the couple
during this time if requested by
the couple.

* The couple may chose if they
want the photographer to arrive
earlier (to cover more behind
the scenes photos before the
ceremony) or stay more time
after the ceremony for additional
photos of the couple with friends
and family during the reception.

CEREMONY, PHOTO SESSION OF
COUPLE + GUESTS, RECEPTION
Total time: Approximately 5 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 2,600

PHOTOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 4

Ceremony, Photo Session of Couple + Guests, Reception

BEFORE CEREMONY

RECEPTION

Includes some pictures of the
ambient, the bride getting ready,
and the groom.

Includes coverage of any activities
held at the reception during this
time frame. First dance, toast,
cake cutting and party…! Any
other activities held during this
time frame will be photographed
as well.

* Includes pictures of the wedding
rings, dress and any details/
decorations before the ceremony

CEREMONY & AFTER
Includes pictures of the
ceremony and then a photo
shoot afterwards, (during the
sunset if it’s a sunset wedding) of
the couple at different locations
in the beach and hotel. Guests
will also be photographed with
the couple during this time if
requested by the couple.

* The couple may chose if they
want the photographer to arrive
earlier (to cover more behind
the scenes photos before the
ceremony) or stay more time
after the ceremony for additional
photos of the couple with friends
and family during the reception.

CEREMONY, PHOTO SESSION OF
COUPLE + GUESTS, RECEPTION
Total time: Approximately 7 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 3,100

VIDEOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 1

Elopement Package

Our most basic coverage includes
a nice edited video of the
complete ceremony together with
additional footage of the wedding
venue, landscape, the ceremony
decoration and a brief sunset
session of the couple right after
the ceremony.
* Includes 2 hours of coverage.
Ceremony is recorded with 4
cameras by 2 cameramen (two
cameras are on a fixed position).

CEREMONY &
SESSION OF COUPLE
Total time: Approximately 2 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 1,350

VIDEOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 2

Ceremony Package

Our most basic coverage includes
a nice edited video of the
complete ceremony together with
additional footage of the wedding
venue, landscape, the ceremony
decoration and a sunset session
of the couple right after the
ceremony.
* Includes 2,5 hours of coverage.
Ceremony is recorded with 4
cameras by 2 cameramen (two
cameras are on a fixed position).

CEREMONY &
SESSION OF COUPLE
Total time: Approximately 2.5 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 1,600

VIDEOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 3

Bronze Package

This package includes two
separate cuts:
1) A Highlights Film of 2-3
minutes length with a licensed
soundtrack.
2) The Ceremony Complete Video
as described in the Ceremony
Basic Package.

* It is a 5 hours coverage package
that is normally enough to film
the Preparation of the Bride,
Ceremony, Sunset Shooting and
Reception.

PREPARATION, CEREMONY,
SESSION OF COUPLE & RECEPTION
Total time: Approximately 5 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 2,450

VIDEOGRAPHY

PACKAGE 4

Silver Package

The coverage of 7 hours includes
the time that is usually reserved
for Speeches, Cutting the Cake,
First Dance, FireWorks, and some
of the Party Shots.
Three cuts are delivered:
• Highlights with an extension
around 3-5 minutes
• Full Ceremony Cut
• Complete Speeches.
* Includes drone/aerial footage.

PREPARATION, CEREMONY,
SESSION OF COUPLE, RECEPTION
& COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES
Total time: Approximately 7 hrs.
TOTAL: US$ 3,250

“ ... Your pictures took my
breath away. The lighting is so
incredible!
You truly are talented and we
couldn’t be more
happy with you! Thanks again! ”
- Marissa & Adam -

PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEOGRAPHY

PACKAGES

Get both services for your wedding

PHOTOGRAPHY

PACKAGE #1

PACKAGE #2

PACKAGE #3

PACKAGE #4

(2 hrs. / US$ 1250)

(2,5 hrs. / US$ 1,350)

(5 hrs. / US$ 2,600)

(7 hrs. / US$3,100)

PACKAGE #1
VIDEOGRAPHY

2 hrs. / US$ 1,350

PACKAGE #2
2,5 hrs. / US$ 1,600

+

= US$ 2,600

+

= US$ 2,700

+

= US$ 3,950

+

= US$ 4,450

+

= US$ 2,850

+

= US$ 2,950

+

= US$ 4,200

+

= US$ 4,700

+

= US$ 3,700

+

= US$ 3,800

+

= US$ 5,050 *

+

= US$ 5,550 *

+

= US$ 4,500

+

= US$ 4,600

+

= US$ 5,850 *

+

= US$ 6,350 *

PACKAGE #3
5 hrs. / US$ 2,450

PACKAGE #4
7 hrs. / US$ 3,250

When hiring any of these packages you will automatically qualify for a canvas print.
* When hiring packages #3 or #4 an independent video of the 1st dance will be included.

PHOTOGRAPHY

TERMS & CONDITIONS
GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Unless agreed upon in advance,
Sylvia Guardia M. and crew shall
be the exclusive photographers
retained in the event.
2. Wedding guests may take
photos by all means, but it is the
responsibility of the Client to
prevent family and friends from
interfering with Photographers’
duties.
3. The photographer will not
Photoshop guests in the photos
interfering during the ceremony.
4. Photos will be handed in
retouched (skin and minor
imperfections, etc…). In case
an unexpected situation is
presented (such as hairdo/

dress malfunction) and the
photographer needs to add extra
hours of retouching this service
will be quoted separately ($1 per
minute, quoted based on the
amount of time it takes to do the
work).
5. Photos will be handed
approximately 15 business days
after the wedding.

METHOD OF PAYMENT

CANCELLATION POLICIES

• 30% to reserve the date (adding
respective commissions if paid via
Paypal or Credit Card).
1. 70% any day before the wedding
(adding respective commissions
if payed via Paypal or Credit
Card) or on cash US$ on wedding
day (no additional commission
necessary if paid in cash on
wedding day).
Via
2. PayPal via website www.
sylviaguardia.com (please add
5,4% to each transfer to cover
transaction fee).
3. Credit Card via website www.
sylviaguardia.com (please add 4%
to cover transaction fee).

If client wishes to cancel
photography contract, the 30%
retainer will not be returned.
In case photographer cancels
contract for any reason, she will
return the 30% retainer and will
help the couple find another
photographer with the same or close
budget & style.

PHOTOGRAPHY

EXTRA SERVICES
• 1 personalized USB drive with the
photos (shipping included): $50
• Additional hour after 7th hour: $350
per hour

Next Day Session / Trash the
Dress Session:
Price: $475
• 90 minute session. This is
suggested for larger weddings
that may not have enough time
to reserve for the couple session
after the ceremony. Or for couples
who want the session somewhere
else besides their wedding
location.

before the ceremony, and on the
guests during the sunset session
of the couple.

Photobooth:
Price: $850 for 2 hrs.
• Usually the photobooth is
recommended to start when all
the formal activities have passed;
when the party starts. A white
background will be installed
somewhere close to the dance
floor, and a basket full of props
will be available for the couples to
use for the photos.

Additional Photographer

Instant Camera (wallet size
photos):

Price: $250/ hour (minimum 2 hours)
• The photos taken by the additional
photographer will be handed in
along with the entire package.
On the day of the wedding, this
photographer will spend more
time focusing on the groom

Price: $4 per photo
• The client chooses how many
photos they want before hand
and of what they want pictures
of. The day of their wedding, the
photographer will take the desired
pictures with the Instant Camera

(also known as Polaroid Camera).
The photos may be given to the
guests as souvenirs, or the couple
may choose to keep them.

Photobook:
Price: $550 per 20 page 8x11 hardcover
book.
• A 15% discount will be applied to
copies of the same book.
• Includes up to 80 photos,
additional page $4.
• Upgrade to 11x14 hardcover
photobook: $550. A 15% discount
will be applied to copies of the
same book.
• For more detailed information,
please don’t hesitate to ask.
• **** Prices may vary a bit on the
extras (depending on many factors
such as time of year, availability of
2nd photographer, location, etc…)
therefore each individual wedding
will be quoted personally for the
extras if required.

* For more detailed information on
any of the services, please don’t
hesitate to ask.
* Prices may vary a bit on the extras
(depending on many factors such
as time of year, availability of 2nd
photographer, location, etc…)
therefore each individual wedding
will be quoted personally for the
extras if required.

VIDEOGRAPHY

TERMS & CONDITIONS & EXTRAS
GENERAL CONDITIONS
• The coverage time counts from
the time that the crew arrives
to the location to the moment
they leave, so if the itinerary has
inactivity lapses, they can’t be
discounted in order for to crew to
stay longer.
• The additional hour of coverage has a
cost of US$350.
• A 30% deposit is required to
reserve the date, 70% on the
Wedding Day payment can be
done by Wire Transfer, Paypal or
Cash.
• All cuts will be delivered by a Link
on Vimeo and Dropbox.
• The Couple can request a second

EXTRAS
cut (reedit) free of additional
charge, additional cuts will be
charged separately.
• We shoot mostly in 4 K and
deliver in Full HD 1920x1080 24
frames per second. A 4 K cut
can be delivered up on previous
client request with and additional
charge, some shots will be scaled
to match resolution.
• Music for our productions is duly
licensed by websites like
www.themusicbed.com.
• Check our portfolio at
https://vimeo.com/channels/
costaricaweddings/

* Dates will be reserved upon first
deposit. Request the services
agreement for further information
on the terms in which the services
will berendered.

• A second day 4 hours session
Applies for: “Trash that Dress”, Boat Trip
or another adventure activity including
aerial footage.
Price: US$900.
• A slow motion booth session of 30
minutes. Includes: the couple and the
bridal party recorded with a backdrop
at a very high frame rate to get amazing
slow motion funny shots.
Price: US$675.
(please ask us for video samples)

“Thank you so much, you
did an absolutely amazing
job with the pictures, we
are very happy!”
- Jon & Jacklyn -

CONTACT

I’d Love to Chat!

SYLVIA GUARDIA
www.sylviaguardia.com
info@sylviaguardia.com
phone: (+506) 8829.7543
Costa Rica

